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The idea is to revisit
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Also, there are new evaluations of the FRDM mass model, but we will look later
The thing I am more interested now is fission yields. This is the histogram of known beta decays.
Of course, they are abundant in the fission yield peaks, because the databases have a lot more data

and from the wikipedia we can look at the yields for thermal neutron reactors:

This of course is naively explained with
Magic numbers Z=50, N=50, Z=82
Stable nuclei:
N=50, Z=38-40
Z=50, N=64-72
N=82, Z=56-60
so three possible preferential A
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138..142
and they coincide more or less with the asymmetrical channels and the symmetrical, central one.
And of course there is a state-of.-art deformation model:
Möller – Madland – Sterk – Iwamoto
in Nature, 15 FEB 2001., p 765
On other hand the droplet could be more complex
20,28,50,82,126, 184
without spin orbit strong coupling they are pure harmonic oscillator
20, -, 40, 70, 112, 168
or it could be pure bag (square well) ...
20, 34, 58, 92, 138 or a lot of intermediate decomps
Data from https://www-nds.iaea.org/
Most funny thing is U235 14 Mev “hot” neutrons, A-chain yield
I have asked about it here
http://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/205620/what-is-this-jump-in-u235-fission-yields

235-86.29=148.71 so the jump could be a measurement of W
Also the same website allows to plot thermal yields. Overt it, I have painted W,Z,H and their
mirrors (in green)

It is interesting that the yields, even if they touch some of the magic areas, show a dependence on A.
theories:
- collective, coherent recoil?
- infrared cutoff of electreoweak corrections of set at M_A instead of M_p?
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